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ABSTRACT
The Clinical Data Interchange Standards Consortium (CDISC) has established platform-independent data standards
that enable information systems interoperability to improve clinical research and related areas of healthcare. Many
pharmaceutical companies have started implementing CDISC clinical trial data models such as the Study Data
Tabulation Model (SDTM) and the Analysis Data Model (ADaM). The purpose of this paper is to discuss some
experience gained from working with a CRO on a data integration project that converts several studies into a
common SDTM structure in support of eCTD and Integrated Summary of Safety analyses. As this is a relatively
early project working with a CRO on SDTM integration, processes of working with CROs in this area are still evolving.
This paper briefly describes important components that are recommended to be provided to a CRO in order to
facilitate the process of mapping data to the CDISC data models. The paper will also discuss review activities to
help verify that CRO-converted SDTM datasets comply with CDISC standards.
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BACKGROUND
The data integration project was comprised of several studies that needed integrated safety analysis for a filing.
These studies were not done internally so eCRFs were not designed uniformly nor was it likely that the ultimate goal
of converting the data to SDTM was ever considered. The availability of standard submission data in SDTM format
provides a solution for the purpose of integration that also benefits regulatory reviewers, as the FDA has put in
considerable effort to develop a repository for all submitted trial data and a suite of standard review tools to access,
manipulate, and view the tabulations.

SETTING EXPECTATIONS
Accurate mapping of study data to SDTM format is critical for a successful SDTM conversion and integration process.
In order to facilitate a smooth mapping process, it is helpful that some basic expectations are established with the
CRO. The expectations provided by the sponsor should provide a clear picture of what a successful SDTM
conversion and integration will look like and assist the partner in working toward that goal.
Each company has its own standards and SOPs. It is helpful to provide specific basic expectations to ensure that the
deliverables (output datasets, tables/listings/figures, and programs) can be reproduced internally if the intention is to
reuse the programs developed by the CRO at a later time. Situations to consider when deciding if internal
reproducibility is necessary include whether the sponsor is responsible for responses to agency questions,
publications, or other external presentations. For example, to minimize modifications to the CRO-supplied programs,
it is helpful that no hard coded library or file path is defined inside the programs. Also, configurations should be done
in one autoexec-like program so that changes can be done in one location instead of in many programs. This is
important if there is a need to reuse the CRO-supplied programs to verify the deliverables.
To help ensure consistency, data handling or mapping rules should be defined up front. Examples include how to
handle missing data and numeric character test results, such as >3000 or 25mg. Other examples include keeping
only needed variables in analysis datasets and setting efficient lengths for character data when the default length
greatly exceeds the longest value. We recommend that a well-prepared package of deliverables consist of validated
programs, efficient code, consistent code and reproducible code.
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The high level process map to create the deliverables is depicted as follows:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Beginning in the upper right-hand box, the original annotated CRF referenced to the legacy data are converted to
reference SDTM domains and variables. The SDTM annotated CRFs are created for this purpose.
Next, the SDTM mapping specifications, in xls format, are created based on the SDTM annotated CRFs.
The SDTM metadata specifications are define.xls-like documents that are used by sponsor internally.
The conversion programs, based on information created above and the latest MedDRA Encoding, are used to
build the SDTM datasets from the legacy data.
For submission, the define.xml is generated by the validation tool from the SDTM datasets.
ADaM specifications are built from the SDTM datasets for integrated analysis purpose.
ADaM datasets are created using ADaM specifications.

Further definitions of the items presented here are found in the next section.

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION
Both the sponsor and the CRO need to work closely and collaboratively to have a successful filing. Adequate
information should be provided to the CRO as early as possible to allow time to clarify questions. If data integration is
the focus, then the standardization of common items should be noted up front such as Treatment Names, Treatment
Codes, Visit Names, Visit Numbers, MedDRA Encoding Version, and coding for Disposition Status. Using the SDTM
structure has helped standardize the data structure. The table below further describes some materials that are
helpful for the CRO to implement the SDTM conversion.

Document or Material

Helpful Content

SDTM Implementation Guide
Final Protocol
Data Entry Guideline

The guidance and version to follow
Analysis end points and study design
CRF visit coding, data entry conditions,
page relationships and how various entries
are encoded
References the SDTM variables with legacy
variables
Useful where studies kept a numeric value
in the raw data and created a SAS format to
display the text result.
Common lab units needed for analysis.
Other controlled terminology such as Age
Unit and Race are standardized.

Annotated CRF of Legacy data
SAS formats

Unit of measurements and CDISC
Controlled Terminology

Comment

Used in mapping
specification
Text description should
be mapped rather than
value.
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SDTM Mapping Specifications Template

SDTM Metadata Specifications Template

ADaM Specifications Template

Trial Design Specifications
Specifications for External Transfer data

Pre-specified format which cross references
the legacy datasets and variables and the
mapped SDTM domains and variables
Pre-specified metadata which documents
SDTM domains, variables, attributes, keys,
code lists, and code names expected for a
CDISC submission.
Pre-specified template that provides
derivation logic for integrated analysis
datasets
Defines trial design domains
Vendor specifications for external data

SDTM variable length
and attributes should be
consistent among all
studies
Based on SAP

SE,SV,TE,TV,TI, TA
laboratory results,
biomarker, PK data

The above items are some materials the sponsor and CRO found helpful to share, when available, in order to
facilitate SDTM conversions of data in non-SDTM formats.

REVIEW FOR SDTM CONVERSION
Informal reviews of conversion were done during development to ensure the CRO did not deviate from the
requirements and standards. Certain verifications are recommended to be performed for SDTM deliverables. The
high level review process is done in two steps. Please note that the review process described below is for illustration
and is only done for this specific project since company standards were evolving at the time. Only some of the key
review points are described below.
1) Mapping verification
A SAS program is used to verify that all CRF raw datasets and all collected variables were mapped. An Excel
workbook is created by loading the mapping specifications into the SAS program to facilitate the review process by
matching variables in the specification with the real datasets (See Table 1 below).
Table 1
Cross-referenced of data metadata with mapping specification

Variables inside red boxes above are collected from real datasets via the dictionary tables. 'CRF' and 'crf_col_name'
columns are from the mapping spec. 'Indict' and 'INmapp' flags are used to denote their existence in dictionary or in
mapping spec. By reviewing the report and comparing the flags, the sponsor notes the comments and sends back to
CRO for corrections.
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The SDTM annotated CRF is also reviewed by the sponsor's internal standards team to confirm agreement of
mapping domains and SUPPQUAL variables of CDISC standards and practices. For example, verifications include whether topic variables are mapped, correct class of domain is used and whether each suppqual variable has a
parent record etc.
2) SDTM conversion verification
After conversion is implemented based on the specification, the SDTM datasets are reviewed. In addition to
verifying the legacy data mapping to SDTM for a random sample of subjects base on pre-specified test cases,
another diagnostic program is written to display certain key variables for overall verification of mapping content.
Table 2 to 4 below are the generated output (data are mock-up).
Table – 2
Metadata for each domain is displayed in each tab

Topic value for the domain is listed.
Table – 3
All TESTCDs are displayed including the Original, Standard, and Conventional units
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This information is used to verify the CDISC Controlled Terminology and the units of measurement provided to CRO.
Table – 4
Frequencies of key variable value are listed to verify counts

REVIEW OF ADaM SETUP
The Clinical Data Interchange Standards Consortium (CDISC) Analysis Data Model (ADaM) is an emerging new
industry standard for submitting analysis datasets to regulatory agencies, such as the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration (FDA). While it provides several solutions for construction of analysis datasets, it is also subject to
interpretation by users during implementation. The details of ADaM analysis variable naming conventions and
usages are documented in the implementation guide and will not be repeated here.
ADaM IG presents metadata for two standard structures, as follows:
•
•

ADSL – Subject Level analysis dataset, one record per subject
ADXXX – Multiple-level-per-subject basic data structure

Metadata for the standard ADaM variables are presented in Section 3 of ADaM IG and the ADaM basic data structure
and variables are discussed and illustrated in Section 4. The ADaM datasets displayed below are built from SDTM
domains and naming convention followed the implementation guide.
1) Mapping verification
Below, three ADaM datasets are presented for illustration (See Tables 5a/5b – 7a/7b below). Due to space, only
part of mapping specifications/ variables are shown associated with the datasets.
(a) ADSL is a subject level analysis dataset and it is the minimum requirement of ADaM. It contains important
subject-level variables, such as population flags and treatment arms.
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Table 5a
ADSL Specification

Table 5b
ADSL Analysis dataset

(b) ADLB - ADaM datasets should provide variables and metadata to fulfill below criteria:
• Identify observations that exist in the submitted study tabulation data (e.g. SDTM).
• Identify observations that are derived within the ADaM analysis dataset.
• Identify the method used to create derived observations.
• Identify observations used for analyses, in contrast to observations that are not used for analyses yet are
included to support traceability or future analysis.
Some key variables from ADSL should be kept in the ADLB dataset but, since ADLB is usually a large dataset,
there is a need to determine the optimal number of variables that are required and are analysis meaningful. A large
dataset will degrade process performance. The variable length also plays an important part in the size of a dataset.
The process performance section below will discuss this further.
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Table 6a
ADLB Specification

Table 6b
ADLB Analysis dataset

(c) Time to event analysis of safety data - one record per subject per event of interest
Since most analysis datasets are derived from SDTM datasets, it is expected that there are some level of traceability
between the SDTM dataset(s) and analysis dataset(s). In general, the CDISC ADaM standards recommend including
as much supporting data in the traceability records and variables as possible, except in instances where it is not
practical to do so such as eDiary data.
One key challenge in performing a time to event analyses is that some subjects may not experience the event of
interest by the time that the study ends. For these subjects, the only information available is that the event did not
occur within the duration of study. For these subjects, the time to event is said to be censored. There are other types
of censored observations. For example, if a subject prematurely discontinues from study or experiences another type
of event that prevents future assessment of the event of interest, the time to event for that subject would be censored
at the time of discontinuation or occurrence of the specific event.
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Table 7a
ADDEATH Specification

Table 7b
ADDEATH Analysis dataset

2) Analysis Data verification
For verification of ADaM data content, the approach is similar to the verification of SDTM discussed above. Since
ADaM variables are standardized, different analysis datasets with common variable names can be displayed
together. The reports (Table 8 -9) below summarize results from the integrated data source.
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Table 8
Showing all datasets with PARAM/PARAMCD/RARAMN/PARAMCAT

Table 9
Showing counts of different terms from studyid

3) Process performance
In order to ensure efficiency in running analysis programs, in addition to determining the right number of variables to
keep, the length of each variable should be optimized since the integrated datasets are usually large. Cutting down
on length will speed up running the jobs during development/debugging as well as supporting post-production agency
requests. Please note that there are several ways to improve efficiency. However, since the CRO was responsible
for the programming activities, this checking is one that the partner can easily identify and provide suggestions about.
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Table 10 lists the ADaM datasets and their associated variable length. 'Max_Len' contains the actual maximum
length of all values of a specific variable. 'Defined_len' has the assigned length of each variable. One can see that
some variables length of 200 can really be shortened.
Table 10
Showing counts of different terms from studyid

COMMUNICATION
In addition to the expectations, documentation, and requirements, it is important to communicate progress and
concerns periodically to facilitate work and perform a timeline checkup. An issue log for each study was found to be
helpful to document issues identified during the review process; this tool helps communicate the issues in detail to
assist both sponsor and CRO in documenting their understanding. Recurring meetings help in addressing issues from
different functional areas and assist in keeping the deliverables on track.

CONCLUSION
In summary, a successful filing package is a collaborative effort between the CRO and sponsor. The sponsor should
provide clear expectations and all necessary information to help the CRO perform the SDTM mapping and set up of
analysis datasets for analysis. If the data is expected to be loaded into the sponsor's internal database, certain
guidelines and standards also need to be considered. It's expected that the CRO will follow their internal SOPs,
understand the sponsor's expectation and raise any questions they may have to keep their activities on target.
CDISC standardization helps achieve an overall structural consistency when data from multiple vendors with different
data structures need to be pooled. Since CDISC standards are still evolving, these changes may impact internal
policies and procedures developed to comply with the new standards by requiring adaptations. In a similar manner,
the sponsor needs to establish clear roles and responsibilities with a CRO and be responsive to their needs for
guidance and flexibility.
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